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Great start to the second half of
the year
BY MADHU KIRAN R | CEO

We couldnt have asked for a better start to the secondhalf of the year at My Finance
Wellness. The 75th Independence Day (Aug 15th) also saw us embark on a very
exciting and hopefully rewarding journey with our first ever Enterprise App launch on
google store for MSME, Tiny, Nano and other industries.
This product will surely streamline our customers' business in a better way by helpgng
them organize their finances. It is an easy to use Micro Accounting platform
ambitiously designed to ensure our MSME customers are greatly benefited. I am sure
post pandemic our customers were eagerly looking for some thing like this and we are
very happy to have been able to deliver it for them.
While we are happy to have launched our enterprise product, the whole team is
looking forward to our personal finance app for Individual customers due to be
launched on 30th Sept.
With both these apps going live, Team MFW is all set to start the challenging yet
fulfilling journey.
Me and my team are kicked about what we have done so far and looking forward for
your continous support in days to come.

4 Financial Wellness Trends to watch out for: Our Perspective on the
changing landscape
FROM OUR STAFF EDITOR

For all the struggles we have through in our financial life, there is a hope that financial
programs and mentorship can help individuals & MSMEs.
A while ago, Gallup Polls found that Financial Wellness is very closely linked to Positive
Behavioral Changes and Stronger Relationships not keeping the income levels in mind.
With our own research and few of the research we studied over a period, the following 4 top
trends were identified which can impact the way Financial Wellness is seen in the context in
the years to come.
Trend 1: Technology driven solution with human touch is going to be on top of
everyone’s mindFor Financial Planning Solutions, users want a modern, simple interface that offers a
comprehensive view of their financials. Which outlines a guided, personalized way to reach
their financial goals. According to PWC report 57% of the population said they want online
learning laced with one-on-one coaching.
Thankfully MFW has already thought about it a while back and introduced our
mobile based app supported by qualified financial advisors. Our enterprise
customers will get a door-to-door service with our financial relationship
manager going to them on a periodic basis. This is a disruptor model in the
market, and we are happy to be leading the way
.
Trend 2: Data Analytics & Unbiased Financial SolutionsModern financial wellness has no tolerance to bias. Previously bigger
institutions had swayed the financial wellness ideas towards their products
and services as a corporate agenda. The customers and market need more of
non-affiliated and independent solutions & advice. The data analytics is
playing pivotal role in making individual recommendations & suggestions by
creating specific algorithms to determine whether an individual is making
progress or might need some extra support.
MFW has devised this kind of data analysis tool in collaboration with an
international partner; it helps in creating a specific goals and unbiased opinion
to make sure our individual and enterprise customers are on track. While they
can also see a big picture of what our other customers are doing in the
ranking system we have come up with.

At MFW, our
customers
always have
access to
real
interaction.
We call this
as B2H
model
(Business to
Humans)

Trend 3: Increased personalisation without much hypeThe one size fits all are not going to make sense to people anymore. Individual employees &
or entrepreneurs are looking for more timely, responsive, and relevant solutions and advice
for them. More and more use of AI, ML and other tools are used to create personalized
experience in large scale. All of us have different confidence levels, risk taking appetite,
personal goals, and retirement plans, so the advice will have to suit their needs.
At MFW our financial experts are empowered to give relevant, timely and responsive advice
and our app has been designed to capture these very details and use AI to help our
customers going forward.
Trend 4: Holistic and Realistic solutions in one placeThe more dots are connected, better for people to make meaning out of the financial
solutions. We have seen in the market the single-issue players and offerings like insurance or
mutual fund or loan sellers, credit scores providers and so on. They miss the big picture, and
it is becoming too much of a hassle for people to track many apps on their mobile phones,
since these players are more focused on selling their limited wares, people are also not very
comfortable with pushy sales.
We at MFW provide the holistic solutions as demanded by our customers like Financial
Assessment, Goal Setting, Investment Advice, Debt Management, Credit Scores, e-Will Writing
to our individual customers and along with all these, Micro Accounting, Tax Planning & Filing
as well as Bank Connect for Loans to our enterprise customers.
Mental and physical health are being improved through money advice and services focused
on well-being, creating a new demand for the financial wellness sector.
From the rise in technology to personalized programs. From reinventing the perceptions of
how health and wealth interact. Financial wellness is experiencing a renaissance, as such
2021 may see paradigm shift.
My Finance Wellness (MFW) is among the first Indian company to have incorporated these
early trends into our services and mobile app. We will be very happy to be on any help and
support to you in this regard.
Write to us on info@myfinancewellness.com or log on to www.myfinancewellness.com
to know more about what we have in store for you.
Happy Savings and Wonderful Financial Wellness
Team My Finance Wellness
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